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Summary 
 
Malka Mittleman Seifert, born in 1935 in Prague, discusses her parents and brother; childhood 
memories, celebrating Jewish holidays, grandfather (cantor) beautiful voice; fears following 
Hitler invasion/Prague; ration tickets marked “Jew,” ordered to wear Jewish star, 6 years old, 
awareness that not wearing star could put family in danger; Gentile woman’s kindness seeking 
doctor for her tonsillectomy; Polish Jews being apprehended; father organizing home kitchens 
to cook for Polish Jews; grandfather turns himself in to Gestapo, beaten, interrogated, deported 
to concentration camp; 1941 father obtains permission to leave Hungary but disembarks family 
(wife, mother, Malka) at train stop before border anticipating trickery that they would be 
captured at border, family walks across border; family that stayed behind in Prague, favorite 
aunt, her husband, their two children (Malka’s best friends), mother’s 3 brothers & a sister, 
their 7 children, father’s brother & sister-all presumed killed; Malka’s father & brother 
apprehended, taken to slave labor, Malka able to take food to brother, father severely beaten 
but escapes; at 9 years old, Malka followed by suspicious man, she jumps in front of fast-
moving streetcar, survives; mass roundup of Budapest Jews; mother’s mastectomy, believed to 
be experimental surgery, leaving mother traumatized; all Jews rounded up into football field, 3 
days/3 nights, no food, selections begin, witnessing Nazis poking woman having a seizure, 
accusing her of pretending, Malka’s grandmother taken; mother pawns wedding ring, delivers 
cash for protection papers issued by priest, told to exit door in a Church of Hungary, captured 
by Nazis, brought to slave labor brick factory, prisoners not fed, beaten, 1944 mother released, 
reunited with Malka; in another roundup, Mother grabs quilt because winter is coming, father 
takes food, Malka’s takes photograph of missing brother; the old, sick, children herded to 
Budapest Ghetto, 20-30 per room, fed water-soup, sometimes had potato peels, rampant 
starvation; brother finds Malka in food ration line, last time they would see each other, as 
hungry as Malka was, she fasted 3 days in prayer for brother’s life, brother killed at 
Buchenwald; Nazis in Russian uniforms, pretending to be liberators, machine-gun most in 
nearby apt bldg.; what it is like for her as a 10 yr. old & her father to be liberated January 18, 
1945, having survived a concentration camp & experiencing freedom again then to endure 
post-war despair; discussion re: their return to Budapest, reunited with grandmother who had 
“outlived all but one of her grandchildren Malka” as most of Malka’s family had been killed in 
the Holocaust - Malka’s mother, her mother’s brother (Dachau), all cousins, Malka’s beloved 
aunt who died of typhus in Theresienstadt, father’s younger brother Max shot in failed escape 
jumping from prisoner train, family unable to trace where mother’s sister & her children 
perished; Malka’s references the book “I Never Saw Another Butterfly” where in it, her family 
searched for her brother through its collection of drawings created by children in Terezin 
Concentration Camp; learning brother had gotten a postcard out of Buchenwald (sent to baker 
by name of Wagner) where her brother begged for bread; Malka’s failed search in Buchenwald 
for record of her brother’s killing at age 17; Malka discusses her “brilliant cousin” who had won 
a Presidential award, an accomplished pianist, aiming to become a doctor, who was specifically 
targeted in his round up, acc to Malka, “They were going to make sure they did not miss him.”; 
Malka becomes a teacher; discussion re: breaking a cycle of abuse, “Above all else we must be a 
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mensch”; Malka gives birth to a daughter Carla & son David, proud that they made friends with 
minorities; Malka ends interview sharing a essay her son wrote on lessons of the Holocaust. 
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